
ALAN DUNN PRESENTS a new soundtrack for King Kong (1933)

Section 1 - Opening salvo, morse code, paddle steamers, trumpets and 
romantic strings. 
SELECTED BY JACK WOLFF

Section 16 - Kong in battle! Kong punching the dinosaur, snapping its jaw, 
victory roar and chest beating! He is looking at the girl, she is screaming. 
SELECTED BY MARTI KIKOJAN 
(ESTONIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS)

Section 2 - Strings, feint laughter, silence, car horns, traffic and a cash 
register. 
SELECTED BY SCANNER

Section 17 - Only two men left pursuing Kong and girl through the under-
growth, exotic birds crying, the men stumbling upon the dead dinosaur. 
SELECTED BY DINAH BIRD

Section 3 - Ships loading, ship horns, The Venture setting sail, feint giggle, 
waves, birds, feint laugh and the word “Listen.” 
SELECTED BY MICHAEL BOUCHER 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY MA ART & DESIGN) 

Section 18 - Kong striding away with the girl, snorting, putting her down 
safely in his cave, a huge Elasmosaurus appears! Screaming! Battle! 
SELECTED BY JEAN-PHILIPPE RENOULT

Section 4 - The sound of a movie being shot, strings, birds, bell ringing, 
approaching Skull Island, distant drums and the word "Listen."
SELECTED BY DAVID STEANS

Section 19 - the Kong-Elasmosaurus battle, Kong beating it to death, victo-
ry roar! kong lifting the girl and climbing higher into the night sky.
SELECTED BY LOUIS SCHEUER 

Section 5 - Louder strings and drums, landing on Skull Island in the fog, 
natives chanting, the Bride of King Kong about to be sacrificed! 
SELECTED BY JAMES ADJEI 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY FINE ART)
 

Section 20 - Kong placing her down, she is whimpering and gasping, 
suddenly, he spots the man, then a Pteranodon is attacking the girl! 
SELECTED BY LEAH HICKEY 
(BIRMINGHAM SCHOOL OF ART) 

Section 6 - End the chanting! retreat from Skull Island and whistling. 
SELECTED BY LUCY BERGMAN

Section 21 - Kong grabbing the bird and rescuing the girl, kong killing bird 
and man smuggling girl away, kong looking around, puzzled and sad.
SELECTED BY ADAM NEAL 
(BIRMINGHAM SCHOOL OF ART) 

Section 7 - Back on the ship, steal the girl! doors opening, she's missing! panic 
aboard, searching, tribal celebrations. 
SELECTED BY NAOMI GILBY 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY MA ART & DESIGN) 

Section 22 - Man and girl running through the forest, Kong chasing! the 
creaking of a huge door, shots being fired! Kong bursting in the door! 
SELECTED BY BRUCE DAVIES

Section 8 - Tribal celebrations with the girl, excited chanting and strapping 
her to the sacrificial totem. 
SELECTED BY SHARON FOSTER 
(BIRMINGHAM SCHOOL OF ART)

Section 23 - Kong looking for girl, getting hit by bombs! screaming and 
roaring, terror, music builds, BANG! 
SELECTED BY ALAN DUNN

Section 9 - Preparing for sacrifice! Spiralling strings, trumpets and drums, 
bang the gong! Whimper, bang the gong!
SELECTED BY NEIL MORRIN

Section 24 - The beast is down! Cut to New York, fanfare, applause, the 
beast shackled on stage, snorting, scared, but IT is starting to break free! 
SELECTED BY TOM CULLEN

Section 10 - Tension mounts, Kong appears! Roar, trees flattened, SCREAM! he 
snatches the girl! Rescue party running around and screaming! 
SELECTED BY LUST3R

Section 25 - Kong is free!! screaming, panic, carnage, Police sirens! Kong 
looking for the girl, spotting and snatching her.
SELECTED BY ANDY ABBOTT

Section 11 - Screaming and Roaring! Making off with the girl, Ship party try-
ing to follow, natives screaming! Ship party meeting a Stegosaurus! BOMBS!  
SELECTED BY HARRY MILLS AND BINGNA WU 
(BIRMINGHAM SCHOOL OF ART) 

Section 26 - Sirens, panic, chaos, BANG! SCREAM! smash! scream! fire engines 
and Police bikes screeching out of the depots.
SELECTED BY PAULINA KALWARSKA 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY FINE ART)  

Section 12 - Look out, it's still alive! FIRE again! dinosaur dying, the ship party 
sailing in fog, looking for the girl.
SELECTED BY HANNAH DARGAVEL-LEAFE

Section 27 - Screaming and Roaring! pace quickening, crowds gathering, 
Kong returning to the street, grabbing at overhead trains.
SELECTED BY GINTAS K 

Section 13 - Men on raft shouting, tension rising, the word "Listen!", sea 
beast! Brontosaurus! FIRE! FIRE! men overboard, panic! 
SELECTED BY CABBAGE & ERIN CAINE 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY MA ART & DESIGN) 

Section 28 - kong ASCending to the top of the Empire State Building, four 
planes circling, kong placing the girl down.
SELECTED BY CLAIRE POTTER

Section 14 - Man caught up treE, trying to fight beast off! Panic, Kong keeps 
moving with the girl, screams! catching up with Kong.
SELECTED BY ALAN DUNN

Section 29 - The planes closing in, swooping, he is swatting at them, they 
circle and fire! girl cowering. He is snorting, he's hit in the neck! 
SELECTED BY PAUL WALSH 
(LEEDS BECKETT UNIVERSITY FINE ART)

Section 15 - Screaming, Kong fighting t-rex in a gutteral battle. 
SELECTED BY GARTH ERASMUS

Section 30 - gently placing THE GIRL down, he's hit again, grabbing his neck 
in anguish and ... falling!! Kong dead on the street, crowds gathering, end.
SELECTED BY ROSS SINCLAIR 

I always wanted to work with the 1933 King Kong soundtrack. I begin by REMOVing all the dialogue except for the one 
word that appears three times - “LISTEN.” From the original two hours, I am left with exactly sixty-minutes of sound 
effects and some of Max Steiner’s score. 

I divide this up into the thirty sections listed below. I invite people to select one to tamper with, to create new fore-
grounds for or to remove elements from.  I re-assemble the thirty treatments received from across the globe for 
first hearing here at &model. 

alan dunn 2017

FINAL AUDIO FILE AVAILABLE AT: www.alandunn67.co.uk/kingkong1933.html

The eighth wonder features, in order of appearance:


